LEARN MORE ABOUT RESEARCH IN FRANCE

Informational resources from Campus France

- Research briefs describe French advances in specific fields.
- Institutional briefs provide detailed information on the structure and organization of research in specific institutions.
- Campus France’s guide, Research in France

Research in France at a glance

- €48 billion in R&D investment
- 2.23% of GDP devoted to research
- > 260,000 active researchers
- > 75,000 doctoral candidates—41% from outside France
- > 250 facilities across the globe operated by French research bodies (CNRS, CIRAD, INRA, INRIA, IFREMER, INSERM, IRD, Institut Pasteur, etc.)
- 2nd in the world in Fields Medals awarded
- 4th in the world for Nobel Prizes (61)
- 4th in the world in impact of research publications (H-Index)
- 6th in the world in patent applications
PREPARE YOUR PERIOD OF RESEARCH IN FRANCE

All the information you need to prepare a period of research in France

- A directory of doctoral departments, dissertation opportunities, internships, and postdocs
- Presentations on financial aid, French and international research programs, and research fields and organizations

RESEARCH SUPPORT AND FINANCIAL AID

- Financial information related to each research opportunity (dissertation support, postdocs, internships)
- Funding programs for doctoral candidates and researchers

Scope and operation of support programs, calls for applications, application forms, database of programs

- Programs financed by the French government (such as the Hubert Curien Partnerships, COFECUB)
- Programs financed by foreign governments (such as program CONACYT/Mexico, PROFAS B+/Algeria...)
- Programs cofinanced by the European Union (such as PRESTIGE)

SEARCHABLE DATABASE OF DISSERTATION OPPORTUNITIES, LABORATORY INTERNSHIPS, POSTDOCS

- Research opportunities supported by a French “doctoral contract,” corporate-sponsored joint research opportunities, special opportunities under programs financed by foreign governments
- Internships in research laboratories
- Postdoctoral offers in French laboratories

http://ecolesdoctorales.campusfrance.org/phd/dschools/main